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Executive Summary

In our everyday activities, trackers and IoT devices are recording an increasing amount of data in the wild. It is believed that incorporating these data will contribute to more inclusive products and services as well as stimulate designers’ creativity. As a result of the General Data Protection Regulation, users can now access their data and take the control of its usage. Under such circumstances, one can freely donate personal data for research purposes. Moreover, users have the opportunity to utilize their data more efficiently and to be aware of the importance of their privacy.

This project is about exploring how an effective public data visualization could be designed to encourage more people to donate personal data at the very beginning of the data collection process, with a limit on the amount of data that may be manipulated. Students who are not experts in data visualization are the target audience. And the brightspace platform is chosen since it is the simplest and most convenient way for students to receive faculty notifications. As data visualization outcomes and people’s willingness to donate data vary depending on the type of data, according to the research insights, this project focuses exclusively on public photo visualizations. A series of two design iterations was conducted in order to leverage the intrinsic motivation of students to donate photos of their home working environment to be used for research purposes. This project explores motivation from the perspective of self-determination theory, and proposes criteria and design directions for designing photo visualizations for behavior change.

In this study, the author identified five fundamental needs, including autonomy, competence, connectedness, purpose, and stimulation in order to evaluate data visualization’s effects on the intimate data donation experience. Autonomy: Donors should feel free to choose the type of photos they want to donate. Their photos can also be used to express themselves creatively. Competence: Users should feel their photos are needed for the visualization. Relatedness: Users could feel connected with the visualization platform as they explored or interacted with it. Additionally, they believe they could build relationships by donating photos. Purpose: Users believe that donating their photos is meaningful to themselves or to researchers who require them. Stimulation: The way to ask for their donation is novel. And the entire experience with this visualization platform is enjoyable and interesting.

Through the study of three types of photo visualization, it was discovered that whether the visualization is explanation dominant or exploration dominant has an impact on users’ willingness and results in varying types of photo donations. Further, design directions for effective self-determined public photo visualization in terms of information, function, and visual form were synthesized as a staring point for more future data visualization projects to motivate autonomous data donation behavior.

Reading Guide
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the project background regarding design data and provide a structured overview of the project assignment, including the problem definition, context, and research questions. It concludes by describing the design approach adopted during the entire process.
1.1 Data, user, and designer

In this section, the relationship between data, user, and designer is discussed as a background for this project.

Data collection

Quantitative and qualitative data are always used to support and evaluate design decisions made at every stage of the process. The methods used to collect design-relevant data can be divided into three major groups. The first is gathering data through surveys, interviews, and context mapping, which is called "generative design research". The data can be given as numbers on a scale, transcripts, and artefacts that people create [1]. In parallel to the development of the Internet of things, data generated in smart everyday objects and public space sensors give birth to the other two ways in which designers are equipped with prolific mediums to interpret the complex physical world, such as smart home devices, wearables, and wifi sensors [2]. Among all methods, representative users are first recruited with consent forms explaining the project purpose at the discovery phase of design. They then either make toolkits like workbooks or technology probes like network-connected prototypes to generate data in a period of time. This traditional data collection process is mapped out in figure 1.

Data driven design

Bigelow et al. defined data in four characteristics, which are data semantics, data behavior, data structure and derived data [3]. The first two are about the objective attributes of data itself, like the real-world meanings of the data and the relationship among data values. These are the information that designers are expected to understand before manipulating data. The latter two also known as data abstraction refer to designers' activities centering around the data. Here, data is organized or filtered into either abstract representations or detailed tables or graphs to support design decisions.

When sufficient data is provided, how should a designer work with it? There are three main steps [4]. With a full understanding of the context of data and its owner, designers first need to decide the format to present and represent data, and critically evaluate it sometimes in collaboration with other stakeholders. While evaluating, they manage the data for a second use and explore the function of metadata. In the end, synthesized insights will be used to guide the following design activities.

Data visualization as a medium to motivate data donation

The third one, design by data, treats data itself supported by an algorithm as a designer. It is a future-oriented approach where data generated by humans, things, and environment is synthesized to support systems design new systems.
Human data interaction

Human data interaction emerges with the rise of personal data waiting to be managed and reflected on. It refers to decisions and actions triggered through people’s understanding of these personal data [6]. Studies of HDI go beyond designing traditional data visualization and focus on the social and ethical aspects of personal data processing.

There are three stages from raw data to data that lay people can understand [1]. The origin is primary data which provides information deeply rooted in a work practice. Secondary data is then processed for professional oriented interpretation. Tertiary data transformed from secondary data is consumable and valuable to the public.

Mortier et al [7] proposed three aspects explained below that contribute to meaningful interaction with data. Legibility defines the transparency and comprehension of the data analysis process. Agency relates to the degree of control people take to express opinions towards the interpretations of their data and even further correct them. Negotiability concerns the dynamic relationships between data and the individual perception change over time.

Design value

People are living in a data-driven world in a passive position, only implementing privacy protection measures is not enough for an ethical data environment. Even with strict regulation, many data collection activities still happen with a lack of specific individuals’ knowledge or consent [6]. Designers should take the responsibility for improving the participation of the end user in the process of designing data consumption environments. Thus, when users have the capability to better understand data and engage in the design process, they can not only provide insightful feedback but also play an active role in maintaining or extracting value from personal data in daily life. In addition, by interpreting and applying data, both designers and the public can think critically about social and political issues. Ideally, proper and meaningful strategies can be proposed.

1.2 Context

Relationship among designers, users, and data places a high value on data donation. This project is about exploring how an effective public data visualization could be designed to encourage more people to donate personal data. The data donation campaign has many stages, conducted by different organizations and launched through a variety of mediums; therefore, the focus of this project will be introduced here along with the current user experience.

Data donation is needed

Increasing amount of in-the-wild data is being recorded by trackers and Internet of things devices in our everyday activities. Personal data as a research material providing collective information has considerable potential to inform new designs and strategies in the health field [8]. For example, the number of steps indicates the degree of physical activity, sleep time duration can be an index to measure mental wellbeing, the number of takeaway orders reveals eating habits. Input from those data could contribute to more effective designs that support a transition to a healthier lifestyle. In addition, researchers have proven that data work incorporated in the early phase of design can foster designers’ creativity. And relevant design framework was created to help designers work with data in a logical way [9]. With the support of General data protection regulation, users also have the right to access their data and take control of its usage. Donating personal data for research purpose of one’s free will happen under this circumstance. From donors’ perspective, reflecting on personal data they share intentionally or unintentionally, there is a chance for people to take value from their data and to be more aware of what they are protecting [10]. And from the researchers’ and designers’ perspective, making sense of big and open data on a large scale is essential for understanding society and building inclusive services [4]. While the flow among user, data, and designer is observed a great emphasis in the design field, data donation which can effectively bridge the gap is still a new and unfamiliar subject. Lack of research is conducted and intervention is devised to facilitate long term data donation behavior.
IDE collects students’ data for services improvement

As both data visualization and data donation rely on contexts, students’ home environment photos are selected as the target data. As well, an imaginary research project is carried as the background for the data donation. Now, our time spent at home is increasing. The experience of working from home attracts the attention of researchers and designers. In the IDE faculty, projects are also being developed to improve the home environment of students to increase work productivity and quality of life. However, due to a lack of data from real life situations, the interventions are less practical. More photos of the home environment are needed to better understand the students’ living conditions and to inspire creative work.

At least three types of stakeholders should be considered in a data donation activity, namely, data donors, data recipients, and data users (Figure 2). Donors and users may overlap depending on the research outcomes generated by the collected data. In the design field, designers from the data recipients’ side sending requests for specific data types start this activity. This post aims to move data owners or generators to contribute data for design purposes. This type of participation is called data donation, and it is these participants’ behaviors that support its existence.

There are many ways to post data collection information on real-world or virtual platforms, including offline speech, interactive devices, text messages, videos, and so on. Due to the online education situation, donating data via virtual medium is chosen. Similar to most student activities held by the IDE faculty, students get access to data donation announcements mainly from the brightspace platform under the “Master programme Industrial Design Engineering” course. This is a platform for students to find the information they need for their studies in Tu Delft which is expected to be checked at least once a day during the workdays. Current data donation scenario on the brightspace is illustrated in Figure 3.

Problem definition

Students are facing an increasing number of surveys requesting their quantitative or qualitative data to conduct research. Although most of them are intended for students’ benefit, such as developing practical services or products to increase their sense of happiness, none of the participants (18 ppl) in this project showed much interest in these surveys. Both literature reviews and interviews with users revealed some key reasons. Anya Statova stated that viewers’ ability to gain a concrete overview of the consequences of donating personal data influences their decision to donate [13], while very few research results effectively reach data providers. When using the activity of collecting students’ desk photos as an example, the author observed more aspects underpinning current data donation decisions (Figure 4). The text messages alone cause participants to feel overwhelmed and uncertain about the type of image they should take. Furthermore, after participating in these one-way anonymous activities for a number of times, they feel meaningless and are tired of providing data for the public good.

Figure 2: Relationship between data donation stakeholders.

Figure 3: Project focused data donation scenario. (Image sources: freepik.com)

1. Check the brightspace as usual.
2. Notice the data donation notification.
3. Take a photo according to the notification.
4. Donate the photo.
Chapter 1: Introduction

Project focus

Research done by the author has revealed that more appealing and comprehensible information about current data donation requests has a significant impact on users’ intentions to donate data. During the design process, public data visualization is always applied to depict how participants’ data is used. By communicating evaluated and clear knowledge derived from the content of data, traditional visualizations inform and motivate audiences. In this early stage of design, there are few data points to explore, and so the visualization is crucial in engaging students’ interest in donating data. Therefore, the focus of this project is to motivate students to donate data once they have been attracted to the visual content and have entered the interactive data visualization website. (Figure 5)

1.3 Assignment & Approach

Assignment

It has been shown that visuals are effective in persuading target audiences to change attitudes or behaviors, not just in news and features, but also in advertising and campaigns. These include behaviors changed for one’s own wellbeing, such as health and safety, and behaviors changed for the benefit of the community, such as charity and sustainability [14]. As with visuals overtaking text in social marketing, in addition to fully textual publications, some of the IDE activities posted to the brightspace are also complemented with video contents, like posters and short videos. In this project, a public data visualization as a visual means to explore and explain data is considered to contribute to data donation requests posted on brightspace by providing students with an incentive to donate data during the early stage of the design (Figure 6).

Data visualization is a widely used visual communication tool to help people understand, manipulate, analyze, and make sense of the rapidly increasing unprocessed data [11]. It can be seen from big screens or installations in public to self-tracking applications in smartphones. Both informative and actionable insights are delivered from it. In order to maximize...
the benefits of public data visualization to data donation, psychological factors of data donation behavior and features of data visualization that can target these factors are two primary objectives discovered in this project. After transferring theories into the design of incentive motivators, an initial self-determined public data visualization framework is built, demonstrating the connection between users’ intrinsic personal data donation motivation and composition of narrative data visualization. Collecting students’ home environment photos on brightspace as a use case, the framework is further elaborated after two rounds of design iteration. In this way, this project provides strategies for the future design of data visualization for incentive purposes.

**Research Questions**

Research questions are raised as follows:

- What is the definition of autonomy, competence, relatedness, purpose, and stimulation in relation to personal data donation?
- How to translate donors’ fundamental needs into the design of public data visualization features that motivate autonomous data donation behavior?

**Approach**

This project focuses on exploring data visualization’s role in facilitating autonomous data donation behavior. Guided by empirical research through design methodology, the entire design process acted on a theoretical level as well as a concrete design level [12].

The author first formed a self-determined data visualization framework with the input from theme explorations of data donation and data visualization. Then, a concrete design brief was created working as the basis for exploring and generating new knowledge for this framework with quick prototyping. Finally, comments collected from the participants during the test together with reflections on the entire design process supplemented the existing knowledge of data visualization and data donation. Both the project approach and explorative activities are illustrated in the Figure 7 below.
As a first step toward incentivizing users to be actively engaged in data donation, psychological research and context inquiry research are used first to identify factors that increase and hinder their willingness to participate. In addition, theory on behavior changes and motivation is described in order to explore the role data visualization plays here. SDT (self-determination theory) is then chosen as a leading theory in human motivation because of its application to prosocial behavior. According to this theoretical guidance, factors that affect those who give data are divided into five fundamental needs. In this way, the goal of public data visualization is defined.
Chapter 2: Theme exploration: data donation

2.1 Data donation as a prosocial behavior

Over time, significant amounts of personal data generated in everyday activities were recorded and utilized by companies to increase their profits and optimize customers’ experience. A turbulent time for data donation has begun with the introduction of Right to Data Portability which enables data owners to access their data collected by third-parties [15]. The public is now taking more control of the transference and consequence of personal data. Such data used in social beneficial research is both a useful tool in the digital economy and an invaluable asset to environment improvement and personal development, as long as people are willing to share it. This behavior actively performed for public good is called data donation.

2.1.1 Psychological factors underpin data donation

Similar to other prosocial activities like crowd-funding and volunteer work, there are also concerns and motivations for donating personal data that benefit others or society as a whole. Three distinct factors were proposed in preliminary research which was conducted to investigate psychological factors driving and hindering data donation behavior. They are the opportunity to receive direct benefits, the desire to contribute to the society, and the perception of the “recipient” organization [15,16]. People with a sense of social responsibility have a higher likelihood to donate. In most cases, data donation decisions are made based on the assumption that personal data is distributed broadly rather than solely collected by researchers who asked for it [17]. The influence of the receiver organization’s information reveals donors’ needs to understand the purpose of their actions, as criminal and unethical use of data might happen even with strict resolution mechanisms. And a large-scale survey has shown that the majority of participants are still willing to share with the full research community when they are offered the choice to decide whether or not to allow open access to their data [17]. On the contrary, concerns about direct self-benefit like external rewards or praises are negatively correlated with the decision to donate data [15,16]. Apart from the three reasons, Skatova et al [15] stated that privacy concerns, types of data, and the way to present relevant information to those who make the gift of personal data should also be taken into account in specific data donation domains.

2.1.2 Contextual research

The contextual research hold in a creative facilitation format focused on examining students’ motivations toward donating their personal data to the faculty for research purpose. 4 female and 1 male including the author participated, with the session being distributed via miro online generation platform and zoom meeting. This creative session contains two parts, problem definition and ideas brainstorming (Figure 8).

Setup

As shown in In the problem definition, the first step was to associate keywords with three categories: donate, everyday data, and data visualization. Then the author introduced the project background and current research findings. After the introduction, Participants were free to ask questions about this project. While reflecting on their previous assumptions, we reached a consensus on the design goal and assignments.

Figure 8: Procedure of the contextual research

Data donation is an abstract and future-oriented topic. To collect reliable explanations of why participants are willing to or reluctant to donate data that can depict their everyday activities, a sensitizing brainstorm was designed to bring them into the scene. A miro board was created as a page of the diary to record their daily activities. Participants were encouraged to fill in the board with any data they wanted. Fifteen minutes later, each of them briefly went through their board and pointed out which data they would donate. Then, as a group, they sequenced all the post-its in terms of their willingness to donate and gave the reasons. The second round of brainstorming focuses on gaining a deeper understanding of their needs by encouraging participants to design an ideal public data visualization aiming for acquiring data. As describing the detailed information of public data visualization like what it would do and how it would look like, participants referred to the feelings they would experience while donating data.
Results

People’s motivations were summarized based on their explanation of data donation intentions and their expectations toward a dataviz that asks for photos. Among them, some closely matched those identified in psychological research aside from data recipient information. In this project, IDE faculty as the recipient is perceived as trustworthy and well-known. Therefore, students’ data donation behavior will not be affected by it. Below are the other elements found in the research in addition to what is known.

Create bonds - As a result of visualizing donated data and presenting it to the public in a data visualization, the request of data donation is perceived as a new way to connect with others.

Helpful - The participants start thinking about how and whether their donation can help other donors rather than only the researchers who need raw data.

Attractive - The visualization should take advantage of its creative and novel format.

Control - Participants expressed a strong willingness to take control of the usage of their data due to concerns about their data being recognizable.

Interesting - Compared to a written request, data visualization enriches the donation experience by calling for photos in multiple ways.

2.2 Motivating towards prosocial behavior

Davis et al. defined behavior as “anything a person does in response to internal or external events”[18]. Whilst possible reasons for data donation are uncovered, it remains unclear how a public data visualization can drive the audience towards data donation behavior in a methodical way. Therefore, theories on behavior change and motivation were explored. In the following pages, the author looks in detail at the Fogg behavior model (FBM) and the self-determination theory.

2.2.1 A behavioral model for persuasive design

The Fogg behavior model states that behavior is a result of three elements: motivation, ability, and trigger (Figure 9). In real life situations, a high motivation can come with a low ability, and vice versa. This compensatory relationship is illustrated by the curve line in Figure 5. It can be seen that the balance between motivation and ability is a determining factor of activation threshold. That is, triggers are perceived effective when the combination of these two elements exactly places a person above the curve line. Therefore, a greater likelihood for a person to behave in a certain way can happen only when he or she is sufficiently motivated, has the ability and is triggered to perform a target behavior at the right time [19]. In most persuasive design cases, either the level of motivation or ability is manipulated, but an appropriate trigger is often missing. Before identifying the role of data visualization in the data donation process, subcomponents of each element will be first introduced.

Figure 9: Relationship among motivation, ability, and trigger (image source: Fogg, adapted by author)
Motivation

Designing for motivation is to guide people with a high ability to cross the activation threshold. Fogg proposed three core double-edged motivators. They are sensational motivation about a sense of pleasure and pain, anticipatory motivation characterized by hope and fear, and social motivation controlled by social acceptance and rejection.

Sensational motivators as a product of the primitive tendency for seeking pleasure and avoiding pain is immediate, or nearly so. People are driven to engage in activities with little thinking or anticipating. Motivating through hope/pain which talks to people’s anticipation of an outcome either good or bad is ethical and empowering. With a proper framing, both future gain and loss are of equal value in motivating people to act. A number of persuasive digital technologies like Fitness and social media apps influence people from the third dimension as we strive to be socially accepted and avoid being rejected [20].

Ability

Increasing ability is to ease the effort to perform a target behavior. It is about simplicity itself rather than training people for professionals. An activity can be considered as a simple one from six aspects: time, money, physical effort, brain cycles, social deviance, and non-routine. It is not necessary to leverage all of them in a design as they rely on the individual and the context. Instead, Fogg pointed out that the scarcest resource should be evaluated when triggering a behavior. For example, taking a photo of street scenes and uploading it on social media platforms may no longer be simple for people who forgot their phones at home. In general, when a desirable behavior requires a lot of effort, the improvement of its simplicity always precedes the boost of motivation.

Trigger

As the combination of motivation and ability vary by the individual, triggers functioning in three different situations are identified. They are spark, facilitator, and signal. Spark is embedded in a motivational intervention in the lack of motivation situation, highlighting the three motivators explained above. An effective facilitator triggers behavior by making it easier to do without requiring extra resources. Unlike the previous two aiming to intervene in motivation and ability, signal simply serves as a reminder. For example, the traffic light as a signal trigger just indicates the appropriate behavior. The role of triggers in persuasive design is growing in importance, as advances in digital mediums enable people to perform a behavior immediately after encountering a trigger. People are now easily triggered to act on impulse.

Remarks

• Due to the increasing use of self-tracking technologies, a large amount of data about ourselves is produced and processed. Individuals can easily get access to personal data and are given full control over their data usage.

• To ease the data donation process and make it available to everyone, designers are now putting efforts into inventing a user-friendly data donation platform like the open humans platform where researchers are able to post data collection requests for patient-led projects [50].

• Lack of motivation to donate data is the primary objective that needs to be tackled by data visualization. Data visualization in this project mainly serves as spark trigger (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Public data visualization as a spark trigger.
2.2.2 Self determined theory

Like FBM, motivation is mentioned the most as a determined unitary element in moving people to action in many widely used behavioral theories, including theory of planned behavior[21], social cognitive theory[22], controlled theory[21], and etc. Within these theories, there is no clear distinction between qualities and orientations of motivation. However, self-determined theory, grounded in health psychology research, not only differentiates motivations into many types and levels based on their sources but also emphasizes the internal and external aspects of behavior change[23]. It has been widely used as a theoretical lens in describing the mechanism of casual action in many life domains, such as health, education, and sustainability [24,25]. In addition, it establishes a direct link between self-determined behavior and improved wellbeing benefits [23].

These points bring the author to approach SDT and regard it as the theoretical foundation for the design of data visualization features. Definition of extrinsic and intrinsic motivation and the reason why this project focuses on increasing intrinsic motivation are explained as follows.

Types of motivation

Whether a motivation is extrinsic or intrinsic depends on the underlying attitudes and goals driving a behavior [26]. If a person behaves in a certain way expecting separate outcomes as opposed to finding an inherently enjoyable reason, he or she is externally regulated, and vice versa. Further, four sub-motivations rose from extrinsic motivation by the degree of internalization together with intrinsic motivation are placed on a control-autonomy continuum (Figure 11)[27]. Autonomous and controlled motivations are given:

- External regulation: Driven by receiving rewards or avoiding punishment.
- Introjected regulation: Driven by avoiding feelings of worthlessness, shame, or guilt.
- Internalized motivation: Behavior fits with personal goals and values.
- Intrinsic motivation: Behavior is interesting and enjoyable in itself.

Why focus on intrinsic motivation

According to SDT, people who react to controlled motivators like a cash prize or a punishment are unlikely to maintain the target behavior over time [26]. It is common that modifications of their behavior only keep to the end of the intervention. Conversely, intrinsic motivation is allowed to be presented for a short period of time, as changes from within are more solid and can sustain through time. When it comes to facilitating prosocial behavior like donating data, it is always reliable to focus on inner-energy which can bring positive outcomes and committed behavior rather than the ever changing environment.

As well, researchers found that participants would give data if they thought the donation would be interesting and enjoyable than if external factors played a role.

![Figure 11: The self determination model. Extracted from Visser, C.F.](image-url)
2.3 Self-determined data donation

“Outer changes always begin with an inner change of attitude.”

A. Einstein

An individual’s action based on internal motivation and the pursuit of self-development and self-realization rather than external rewards is called self-determined behavior [28]. A self-determined activity is not defined by its outcome but by the meaning and pleasure people can grasp in the process [29]. Therefore, external incentives can equally contribute to the intrinsic motivation eliciting process. Like all the other self-determined behaviors, to enhance internal motivation for donating photos now and in the future, at least fundamental needs for autonomy, competence, and relatedness should be satisfied [23]. It is worth to note that motivation is not only prompted by the three universal needs, factors extracted in various contexts also account for reinforcing particular behaviors [30]. When Dupe et al. applied SDT in design for technology acceptance, with the self-adaptive characteristic of the declining older people in mind, increasing the awareness of oneself was counted as an extra design objective adhering to self-determination approach [28]. Thus, as a result of literature review and contextual research, the author outlined five primary needs as a guiding principle for autonomous data donation behavior (Figure 12).

Figure 12: Three fundamental needs and two contextual needs for self-determined data donation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Autonomy</th>
<th>Competence</th>
<th>Relatedness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Users take full control over their data.</td>
<td>Users feel they are the one who can donate.</td>
<td>Users gain a sense of belonging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>Competence</td>
<td>Stimulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users are fully aware of the reasons and outcomes of data donation.</td>
<td>Users experience fun and novel from datavis.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 Summary

When it comes to data donation, public data visualization has a role to play in encouraging people’s participation. Due to the number of behavioral theories, the solution space for motivating prosocial behavior is endless. The self-determination theory, among all the theories, is chosen because people’s needs towards data donation requests that have been learned from psychological research and contextual research are highly related to the SDT’s underlying foundation. In addition, behaviors driven by self-determination contribute to volunteer participation over the long run.

Measuring the individual’s level of autonomy in prosocial behavior is a complex matter, especially when it comes to public platforms. According to SDT, five fundamental needs are analyzed as behavioral proxies that can be used to weigh donation intent.
Chapter 3
Theme exploration: public data visualization

An introduction to three types of data visualization is presented in this chapter, which also lays out some common media sources used to present data viz. It allows the author to select photos as the target data to be donated. Afterwards, the author argued that data viz can motivate people through its storytelling and interaction features. A web-based solution is eventually chosen in order to be able to provide the public with this data visualization and motivate them to donate their data.
3.1 Introduce data visualization

Due to human's preference for visual perception, compared to written and verbal information, visual information can be quickly transferred into understandable insights in a more permanent way. Data visualization is regarded as a sub-classification of visualization. Therefore, as an approach to present inferences using graphical representations, it is now widely applied to enhance people’s perceptual capacities to learn from data produced in the science, humanities and our day-to-day lives [31,32]. An effective and efficient dataviz should assist viewers to identify interesting and useful and make reasonable decisions from either a large or a small scale data [33].

Data visualization can be categorized into three major sub-fields based on their properties, which are pragmatic, ambient, and artistic dataviz (Figure 13)[31].

The first refers to dataviz as an efficient communication tool for providing comprehensive information. As Kosara et al. argued, “To determine whether a visualization is pragmatic, we simply ask if it allows us to efficiently read the data (or at least the relationships between subsets) from the display.” [34]. Here, detailed and thorough labeling are applied to defeat graphical distortion and ambiguity. Techniques for generating pragmatics can be applied to many data sets.

The second, placed in between reconciling the utilitarian and sublime, is committed to support information seeking and provides inspirations. Rather than combining the two properties into one function, ambient dataviz often chooses to keep them separate and let the audience explore and decide via interactions. The essential characteristics of these two information-driven dataviz’s visual forms focus on readability, recognizable and meaning [35].

Dataviz, defined as artistic creation, made for inspiring awe, evoking deep emotional or intellectual responses, highlights its aesthetic quality [34]. To achieve this, the designer often starts from the selection of the data set. As it is not designed for fostering immediate understanding or providing ease of use, less user-friendly concerns will be raised compared to the first two. It preserves its own sublimeness and achieves its own purposes as a work of art [36]. In most user-centered design cases, a specific type of dataviz is always selected based on the project purpose.

Ideas or stories extracted from data are communicated to the public via widespread media sources [37]. Meanwhile, new sources of media bring new formats of dataviz, which have corresponding features. Static, motion, and interactive are three representative formats. Some cases and default affordances are shown in Figure 14. The former two always lead to reactive thinking, while interactive dataviz encourages the audience to be proactive. In addition, research has shown that data displayed in interactive format is more accessible and engaging to the public [38]. And given its flexibility and convergence, interactive web-based data visualization is chosen for this project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pragmatic Visualization</th>
<th>Artistic Visualization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Utilitarian</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sublime</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Recognizable; Readable</em></td>
<td><em>Not Recognizable; Not Readable</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data about the people on the Titanic</td>
<td>Music visualization like MilkDrop</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Informative Art</th>
<th>Music Visualization, etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Not Recognizable; Readable</strong></td>
<td><strong>Not Readable</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualize a bus schedule</td>
<td>Music visualization like MilkDrop</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13: Pragmatic, ambient, and artistic dataviz, image source: Robert Kosara, adapted by author

Figure 14: Features of static, motion, and interactive dataviz

Data visualization as a medium to motivate data donation
3.2 Photoviz

Data collected for dataviz exists in any form, varying from numbers to text to symbols [35]. Both qualitative data and quantitative data themselves have no meanings. They are abstract and open to interpretation. The value of dataviz is that it transfers those into understandable information for gaining insights. Dataviz has been a specific graphical tool for reasoning on quantitative data in the form of charts, numbers, infographics for a long time. Recently, designers emphasize generative research methods to empower participants to reflect on their tacit needs and values by making. During the session, data like words and photos are gathered which reveal a higher level information of the context and target users. To make sense of these data and communicate insights, a rise of methods for qualitative research are invented. This trend switches the author’s attention from visualizing numerical data to non-numeric data like text, image, video etc [39,40].

Taking advantage of the invention of computer technology, people have never been exposed to such an abundance of photos and data before. Photography itself is a ripe communication tool that allows people to express thoughts and emotions. And new techniques like multiple exposure have pushed the creation of photos further. When describing a real situation, it can represent a richer and more comprehensive visual record than verbal or written methods [41]. Whereas efforts are required to make a traditional dataviz intuitively recognizable and appealing, visualizing photos takes advantage of people’s initial visual preferences in the beginning. These features of photos bring photoviz, a kind of visualization done with photography or based on photography [42]. As an emerging field, it is considered an effective combination of photography and data visualization. In particular, aggregating photos can reveal the invisible and tell more descriptive stories than either traditional photography or dataviz. Some cases collected by Felton are shown in Figure 15.

Figure15: Some examples of photoviz. A: One of the visualizations of Peter Funch’s Babel Tales, which are constructed scenes that depict New York’s streets during the same time of day during a given period. B: Feltron tracked the movement of the ball during a basketball game. C: Mosaic style is used for searching for differences in things or for putting things together. While the outcome is always repetitive, it can also be used to identify outliers.
3.3 Data visualization mobilize people

Dataviz involves an information exchange among the author, the receiver, and the content [34]. While dataviz together with other visualization methods in the design process works as boundary objects aiming to communicate insights or results to the stakeholders [32], research has argued that dataviz can allow users to exert influence over the content [43]. Among all media, user interfaces as a default communication channels take the main role to display visualization that focuses on behavior change. Further, approaching people’s interaction with dataviz from the Norman’s action cycle angle (Figure 16), it indicates that effective communication can turn insight into action. Thus, public data visualization in this project presented at the early stage of design (Figure 17) has the potential to mobilize data donation.

Narrative data visualization

Storytelling in dataviz is not only an appropriate approach to communicate science with non expert audiences [44], but is a powerful supplement to open up the audience to change.

Taking a broad view on storytelling with data, even simple tables with concise annotation can be called visual data stories. However, a narrative data visualization is formed by storytelling techniques and explorative interactions. By giving the viewer control over the insights emerging from interaction, it serves communication and persuasive purposes [45]. This combination raises a tension between author-driven and reader-driven scenarios proposed by Segel et al. [46]. A purely author-driven story provides no interaction, which progresses in a linear fashion defined by the author beforehand. In contrast, the person is free to interact and explore in an extreme reader-driven story which has no prescribed structure. Predictably, most real-life cases fall somewhere in-between the spectrum. And this brings the important property of narrative dataviz, which is a flexible balance of two sides. Similar to the three major sub-fields of dataviz mentioned above, three common narrative structures (Figure 18) with the two elements mixed in different proportions are given. Martini Glass structure prioritizes the author-driven approach. This visualization begins with tidy and detailed text, annotations, and other descriptions. The second more balanced structure is interactive slideshow which follows a single-frame interactivity slideshow format, like how it is named. Each slide often works as a martini story. The third, drill-down structure, displays a general theme and waits for the viewer to dig deeper to a particular instance of the theme. While it is risky to enable full reader exploration, the narrative can be easily disrupted and viewers may feel more confused when the visualization is constantly changing. All the three structures have their merits. These frameworks reflecting on the combination of explanation and exploration of a dataviz are the basis of public dataviz.

Figure 16: Norman’s action cycle applied in dataviz

Figure 17: Public data viz presented at the early and late stage of design

Figure 18: Illustrated narrative structures, from top to bottom: Martini glass structure; Interactive slideshow; Drill-down structure.
But how to make a narrative data visualization? How to transfer data into a visual story? As shown in Figure 19, the entire process contains four steps: data collection, data exploration, story creation, and story presentation [47]. Although it is presented in a linear way, the real storytelling process is always iterative in each stage. Built on the traditional dataviz, a narrative data visualization is made up of three components: data, narrative which includes interaction and story, and visual form [48,49]. Only by blending them together in a narrative dataviz can drive changes.

Data is the foundation of constituting central insights for each data visualization. A collection of data excerpts are always the result of data exploration. Before making the narrative, a story framing session as a key discovery is conducted to define the final central insights from these potential stories [49]. Here, viewers are recruited whose considerations to the data story help the author to make the decision. Narrative can be perceived as a series of causally related story pieces, which is supported by the central story insight generated in data analysis and corresponding interaction. Dataviz emphasizing visual aesthetics allows people to perceive a substantial amount of information in a more insightful and influential way. Besides, when the visualization is dominated by the author’s opinions, story pieces are organized in order with annotations to avoid ambiguity.

3.4 Summary

The visualization of data as an environmental feedback can encourage the audience to internalize their motivation to donate. While to make an ideal and actionable visualization, there cannot be a simple list of rules that should, in every case, be followed. Type of data, combination of explanation and exploration, function and visual form are all important factors that influence to what extent users’ fundamental needs can be met.

Currently, narrative data visualization focuses primarily on author-driven cases that tell linear stories and present controlled exploration of data. Its design is more influenced by its characteristics than by the input of users.

According to norma’s action cycle, reader-driven cases, which invite exploration or aim to evoke emotional responses, can also mobilize behavior change if they understand people’s needs and expectations.

Photo is selected as the target data for two reasons. On the one hand, photo is an essential tool to gain deeper insights about users in the design process, yet its intimate nature makes collection difficult. Thus, it would be beneficial to encourage people to donate their photos for research purposes. On the other hand, the technology of image recognition and image processing makes it possible to visualise photos in even more ways. A proposed design guide for photo visualization serving as an incentive would prove useful at this time for those interested in this field.
Chapter 4
Research synthesis

The author took inspiration from the two theme explorations of data donation and data visualization, then built a framework as the basis for the concrete design experiments. After defining a feasible design scope and formulating a design goal, two cycles of concept iterations were conducted to understand how the framework can be applied in real context and gain knowledge towards the final proposal.
4.1 Self-determined data visualization framework

Besides the three extrinsic motivations, the context study of data donation also showed that people are internally motivated to donate data when it comes to self realization and self determination. Data visualization has emerged as a tool that can promote behavior change, which makes creating a public dataviz experience that meets people’s fundamental needs an effective project for engaging them in data donation. To illustrate this experience, a self-determined data visualization framework was developed (Figure 20).

Typically, designers begin with a small sample of data either from online sources or from volunteers [DATA]. It is worth noting that the value of the visualization here is not primarily derived from its inherent properties like readability or visual efficiency, but rather from the satisfaction of five fundamental needs that are directly related to the motivation of target behavior. After observing the photo itself and understanding the target users’ needs, the designer determines which features of the data will form the basis for the visualization [CENTRAL INSIGHTS]

**EXTRACTION**: After that, the visualization will be designed to inform readers of the need for more data [INFORMATION], to allow them to interact with the data [FUNCTION], and to make it clear how the data is displayed [VISUALFORM]. A combination of these features - visual form, information, and function - will produce either a highly effective communication [EXPLAIN] or a highly interactive [EXPLORE] experience or a balance between the two. Viewers will be exposed to the visualization after it has been presented to the public and will then have the opportunity to deduce donation intention by experiencing the visualization.

In spite of the framework of self-determined data visualization, it is still uncertain how information should be conveyed and what function visualization can offer in which form. Taking this theoretical framework into practice, this project will explore how fundamental needs can be transformed into data visualizations.
4.2 Design brief

Design for data is contextual. Both the outcome of data visualization and people’s data donation will vary according to the type of data. As the author argued in the research, the photo as a medium for expression is used widely in participatory design to communicate data and evoke memories. Besides, visual methodologies like auto photography and photo elicitation can enhance the qualitative research. Also, in the context inquiry user research, students tend to believe that the photo is more sensitive compared to the number and written data. However, few photo visualization cases can be found, not to mention the lack of guidance on creating photo visualization for behavior change. Therefore, this project shifts from focus on data visualization in general to photo visualization only.

Scope

In the traditional design process, data visualization is used to convey research insights in the professional field or enable users to identify patterns and support sense-making activities. The visualization is always served by enough data. Whereas public data visualization here serves as requests for data collection at the very beginning of data donation, with a limit amount of data can be manipulated.

Too many numbers visualized in a graph can confuse the audience. A photo visualization also needs a theme or a purpose. To avoid the ambiguity resulted from massive unstructured photos and providing an immersive data donation context, an imaginary research is carried out. It is about collecting students’ home environment photos for research purposes. Data in this project refers to students’ home environment photos. As stay-at-home is becoming a new normal, it opens up many design opportunities for home environment improvement. This trend increases the value of home environment photos. With these photos, researchers are empowered to better understand the relationship between wellbeing and home environment, validate research results and propose proper solutions.

The project’s target photos are not something people would like to take out of habit. Thus, people are requested to generate data to donate rather than given what they already have.

Digital solution is chosen for this project, because visualization displayed on a digital platform can get access to a wider audience and easily receive responses in an interactive way.

Goal

The purpose of this project is to describe each fundamental need to provide a definition of what it means in the intimate data donation context, and to examine the incentive role of public data visualization defined in the framework. Through a multitude of designs, the author will gain knowledge about which condition students will be motivated by dataviz falling in the framework to donate their home environment photos. And a new design space is expected to be proposed after systematically exploration.

Design Goal

Thus, the concrete design goal of this prototype design is to motivate students to autonomously donate home environment photos with a photo visualization platform that provides a meaningful and enjoyable experience.
Chapter 4: Research synthesis

Research questions
As stated in the design goal already, research through design is the dominant methodology that guides this project. The author will transfer behavior change theory into the design of public data visualization with respect to its interaction, information, visual form and content. The research question below will be answered during the design exploration.

- What is the definition of autonomy, competence, relatedness, purpose, and stimulation in relation to personal data donation?
- How to translate donors’ fundamental needs into the design of public data visualization features that motivate autonomous data donation behavior?

Target group
The initial target users of my project are non-expert readers of data visualization. Further characteristics of them are:

- College students and this is the first for them to approach data donation topics.
- They have high prosocial motivation which can be reflected in their experience with helping others and engaging in any kind of donation.

There are three reasons why this target group is chosen. First, IDE faculty is working on projects to improve students’ home environment for better work productivity or wellbeing quality. There is an increasing demand for detailed everyday data actively provided by students. However, students are holding back to take current research activities for many reasons. Second, research has shown that people with higher prosocial concerns are likely to behave for the public good. As this project focuses on triggering motivation, designing for people who have this value can further ensures the simplicity of data donation behavior. Third, giving consideration to the pandemic situation, it is easier for the author to get access to them.
In this chapter, two rounds of concept ideation and prototyping are conducted based on the concrete design brief. To begin, six static visualizations are tested as probes to comprehend contextually related fundamental needs. Following that, distinct insights related to autonomy, competence, relatedness, purpose, and stimulation are incorporated into the design of the photo visualization in terms of its visual form, information, and function. Ultimately, three concepts that touch on different combinations are designed to answer the research question.
5.1 Understand the framework

A fully understanding of people’s five fundamental needs within this specific context is necessary before defining the building blocks of the photo data visualization, including insights, information, and visual form. Therefore, six photo visualization ideas were developed and tested as technology probes in this section.

5.1.1 Storytelling data visualization ideas generation

According to the self-determined dataviz framework introduced in the research session, the author first downloaded photos of home environments as visualization materials from social media websites by searching for tags. Since social media photos are always modified with personalized tags, there was a limited number of photos directly under the home environment category. Rather than creating a new tag and waiting for users to post photos to it, more relevant photos are found through tags associated with the existing ones, such as #mydesk today and #wfhlife. Eventually, 72 photos were collected (Appendix **) that illustrate working from home activities. Figure 21 shows some examples of these photos. By immersing herself in these photos, the author was able to pinpoint the information of the visual data analysis based on the visualization thematic methodology (Figure 22) [12]. The descriptions alongside the photos were also used in generating insight.

As a result, 3 directions of visualization’s central insights emerged from the photos, which were symbolic objects, hidden details, and vague meanings. Symbolic object refers to stories told about the main object forming the central theme of a photo. The term “hiding details” means visualizing photos by revealing detail that is easily overlooked by the audience. Vague meanings touch upon expressing the abstract information like a certain mood or emotion that people want to convey through photos.

The three directions were extended in the individual brainstorming into concepts with different balance of linear explanation and open exploration. Six concepts were identified, two for each direction. The next page lists all the visualization ideas developed for quick test setup.

Figure 21: Examples of collected sample photos

Figure 22: Visualization thematic methodology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organize data</th>
<th>Code data</th>
<th>Structured &amp; Detailed analysis</th>
<th>Interpretative analysis</th>
<th>Create theme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organize photos into tables.</td>
<td>Give photos names.</td>
<td>Count and compare categories; Name and number each category.</td>
<td>Develop theme with participants.</td>
<td>Refine existed themes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6 photo visualization concepts

1. Essential equipments for home workspace
   - This visualization is about essential equipment from laptop stand to ergonomic chairs needed for a satisfactory home working environment. Displayed photos are edited to highlight the equipment that they intend to depict. Photos about one object are grouped by their usage and appearance. Users can hover mouse over the layers to check other photos belong to one category and can swipe the page to explore other equipment.

2. A dedicated home workspace
   - This concept presents items people used to decorate their work-from-home environment in a collage format. Decors in different photos are cropped and are automatically pasted on the blank desk background. For some decors, people can check their information provided by the owner.

3. Where are you working now
   - Places that people would like to work at home are the basis of this visualization. Default places like table and bedroom identified from sample photos are drawn in isometric style to recreate the typical layout of a student's apartment. Photos tell existing places will be classified to the corresponding area. More places will be added as the number of people clicking the add button rise.

4. Are you working now
   - In this visualization, photos taken at different times are listed on one timeline from 0:00 to 24:00. It indicates the number of people studying at different time slots and their home working environment. The visualization will update once a month.

5. Your work-from-home experience
   - Photos about happy and sad moments are divided and put in a contest. People can click the photo to check why the donor feels happy or sad. The size of the photo depends on the number of people who have seen it.

6. Your work-from-home experience
   - The initial interface of this visualization is varied emoji representing people’s emotions. It allows people to customize and add their own emoji. People are free to interpret the meaning of each emoji and donate related photos. By clicking them, people can explore the relationship between donated photos and emotion icon.
5.1.2 Speed dating

In this activity, the speed dating method is applied to help participants elicit contextual ideas for 2 objectives in an explorative way. One is to gain insights into people’s experienced fundamental needs for clarifying the evaluation criteria. The other is to discover how public photo visualization features affect data donation behavior.

6 participants living in varied home environments were recruited to represent the project target users. They are all students from IDE faculty and have engaged in some prosocial activities before. Their designers’ background let them provide in-depth reflections on the user experience. The one-on-one online session was held via zoom, with animated slides shared by the author. It took about 2 hours and was recorded for data analysis. To provide participants with an immersive test environment, a fictional scenario and visualization concepts created above were first presented through narrative storytelling to depict the real data donation context.

Scenario description

“You are checking the brightspace as usual and you see an announcement about collecting students’ home working environment photo for research purposes. The announcement is in a visualization form which is made by some sample photos.”

Participants were asked to complete two main stages for all 6 concepts, as shown in Figure 23. Concepts were provided one by one. They first took some time to go through each visualization while verbalizing their opinions and confusions. For each concept, an interview was followed to know the experiences they had over the five fundamental needs and investigate their experience with photo visualizations from central insights, visual form, information, and function aspects. Here are some examples of the interview questions:

• What do you think about the central insights of this visualization?
• What do you think about the visual form and information shown by this visualization?
• After seeing this, are you internally driven to donate your photo? Which features of photo visualization support this feeling?
• What’s your concern about donating your photo? Do you think your photo donation behavior is in control? Why?
• Why do you believe that donating photos enables you to build relationships with others? Or feel a sense of connectedness?
• What’s your purpose to donate your photo? Why do you think it is important to donate?

5.1.3 Results

Participants’ qualitative feedback provided the author with suggestions regarding the most influential visualization features from five aspects, as shown below. In addition, a summary of experienced fundamental needs are summarized for the second round design.

Central insights - more than category

The three central insights did not represent the different balances between utilitarian and sublime. All six concepts were visualized purely by grouping photos into different groups, with no additional information, exploration, or emotional resonance.

Information - experiencing rather than reading

For the concepts using a long paragraph to describe and enrich the central story insights, 4 participants takes more than one minute to read and feels overwhelming while reading them. Two of them mentioned that the interaction itself told more than the text, they would prefer to understand the visualization by exploring rather than reading. But the last encouraging command-sentence was liked by all participants.

Concept 2 received the most positive feedback not because it is about home environment decoration, but because it is based on collage. Participants thought that it would be more compelling if the insights were expressed by the visual form or function of dataviz.
Data source - amount and content are decisive

Donation behavior is likely to be hindered if there are too many similar photos in the visualization. More than half participants expressed that it is unnecessary to donate photos as their photos are not special enough. Especially for concept 1 and 3, existing photos' categories seemed to cover all the possibilities participants could imagine.

Visual form - show me something and hide something

Whether the entire photo or part of it is displayed makes a big difference. Partially visualized is preferred as this approach can clearly convey the information and ease donors' privacy concern. Participants also cared about how the entire visualization looks like. When it comes to concept 6 which replaces photos with abstract graphics, all participants are curious about photos hidden from them. 2 participants thought that it covers the purpose of this platform as no photo is shown.

Explorative function - direct to donation

All participants mentioned that they expected more interactions with the visualization, as the only explorative function for current concepts is clicking the photos and knowing more about donors. For concept 1, 2, and 3, 2 participants directly commented that it is hard for them to imagine what this visualization would look like when more photos are donated and displayed. Besides the function related to the visualization itself, a clear access to upload photo is incredibly critical for viewers to generate donation intention, like the add button and dotted square in concept 3.

5.1.4 Insights

- Experienced autonomy:
  They are free to choose the type of photos to donate. And they can creatively express themselves with their photos.

- Experienced competence:
  Their capability of donating photos depends on whether they feel that their photos are needed for the data visualization.

- Experienced relatedness:
  They would like to feel a sense of connectedness while exploring or interacting with the visualization platform. In addition, they believe that they can build relationships by donating photos.

- Experienced purpose:
  They believe that donating their photos is meaningful to themselves or to the researcher who needs their photos.

- Experienced stimulation:
  The way to ask for their donation is novel. And the entire experience with this visualization platform is enjoyable and interesting.

As a behavior change data visualization, the central insights should primarily be developed from the users' perspective, which is the fulfillment of fundamental needs. It is often biased by the researchers' perception to draw insights from the basic information of photos.

People's motivation may be affected by how the visualization will look when more and more photos are donated and presented.

The proportion of personal information in a single photo and how it is presented to the public may affect motivation.

As the final step in motivating people, it is important to provide a clear and intuitive access to data donation. By means of this, rather than building a separate website, a data visualization tool can be embedded within a data donation site.

Even if you decide which kind of photo you want to donate?

No, I won't. I just feel the home environment is too intimate. And I am too lazy to tidy my room just for donating a photo. As long as there is a chance to leak my personal information, I will not provide my photo, especially when it will be shown to many strangers.
5.2 Co-creation session for design ideation

The author's design goal is to motivate students to autonomously donate home environment photos with a photo visualization platform that provides meaningful and enjoyable experience. To seek inspirations in achieving this goal, a co-creation session was first conducted. In this session, users were involved as experts in providing creative insights into what photos the audience can take in the home environment setting and what they need to be intrinsically motivated. These insights were then developed into design features of a photo visualization platform with distinct focuses on autonomy, competence, relatedness, purpose and stimulation needs in the “self-determined data donation” framework.

5.2.1 Approach

4 participants between ages 23 and 26 were recruited in the co-creation session, one male and three females. Two of them graduated from the IDE faculty last summer and the other two are peer students studying remotely from their apartments. With a comprehensive understanding about this project context, their different home environment settings also contribute to challenging each other and generating a wider diversity of ideas.

Miro and zoom were used to create an engaging online collaboration experience in this session. The session took around two hours to complete three main sessions as shown in the Figure 24. It started with an introduction clarifying the project context and design goal. Visualization examples found online together with graphic prototypes made in the previous stage were selected as sensitizing materials in this section. Then, to help participants better reflect their thoughts on the photo visualization platform, they were asked to share their home environment photo with a short explanation of what it is about and why they took this photo.

Definitions of autonomy, competence, relatedness, purpose, and stimulation needs given in the previous chapter were explained to ask how-tos questions for brainstorming, such as: How to enable students to donate all kinds of photos? How to make the donation behavior meaningful to students? How to enable students to build relationships with others via photo donation? For each question, participants first generated ideas in 5 minutes by themselves, then discussed with each other to extend and refine initial ideas. After the session, the author grouped ideas in each fundamental needs section into different design directions. These directions provided fresh perspectives on the information, central insights, function, and visual form of photo visualization. Therefore, the author was able to develop some of them into specific design strategies, shown in the results.

5.2.2 Results

The detailed co-creation board can be checked in Appendix **. Clusters of ideas that are meant to fulfill the five needs mentioned above were described below.

**How-tos - Autonomy**

Ideas to satisfy people’s need to donate photos in their own creative way fall on the function and content of photo visualization. They are explained from 3 aspects.

1. **Ensure privacy.**
   
   If donors are expected to donate whatever photos they want, it is important to ease their concerns about the personal information disclosure by recognizable elements in the photos. Functions like editing the photos with stickers or stylized filters and cutting photos into elements before donation could ensure the integrity of visualized information while achieving this goal.

2. **Take part in the consequence of photo donation.**

   Personalization functions like tagging photos with location, special objects, and time could give people more freedom to define the photo they are going to donate. Rather than fully relying on the algorithm or the designer to decide the insights of visualization, people could gain more control toward their photos and feel a stronger sense of autonomy.
3. Display indirect photo requirements. Asking photo donation with a detailed description of a photo theme or a set of photos with the same style could directly limit donors’ imagination. People are encouraged to donate various types of photos if the requirement touches upon the abstract features of photos, like providing a photo with red objects.

How-tos - Competence

People’s needs to feel competent and achievements about their donation behavior were taken into account by the participants. They came up with ideas targeted on donating similar photos. And the ideas belong to 2 categories.

1. Differentiate similar photos.

People are reluctant to donate similar photos if their behavior makes no difference to the visualization. However, it is clear that neither the photo itself nor the photographer are exactly the same. The purpose of this idea is to highlight those different but unnoticeable features in similar photos. It could be grouping photos into special categories or transferring photos into unique 3d models, virtual characters, and even numbers. In a more direct way, it could visualize the amount of “likes” toward elements in the photos.

2. Photo as a tool or material.

Treating photos as a communication tool or an essential material to form a game challenges the relationship between donating photos and sharing one’s life. Photos could replace words or emoji to comment on others’ photos. Or it could be used to form a connect-the dots or find-the different games. It provides relief from selecting a special photo especially when there are already a lot of photos.

How-tos - Relatedness

In order to enhance people’s sense of relatedness while interacting with photo visualization, ideas fell on the establishment of the photo community and were grouped into 3 directions.

1. Feedback from others.

Photo, providing more comprehensive information due to its visual format, could easily bring people with the same interests together. Thus, functions borrowed from popular social media applications to build a community among strangers like “comment”, “like”, and “share” could be more effective in this platform.

2. Exchange stories.

Every photo has a story behind it, which could be used to create unique relationships between donors that never met before. By automatic matching different photos to unlock stories happened in the other’s daily activities, it indicates a positive invitation to become familiar with each other, thus allowing for deeper connection. The story can be told not only in texts, but via a gif or a voice recording.

How-tos - Purpose

Participants interpreted meaningful reasons behind data donation behavior in 3 different ways. And ideas were generated around the content, visual form, and function of photo visualization.

1. Gain knowledge for personal growth.

The donation behavior could be meaningful to donors themselves either by providing information that they are not aware of or by marked as a totemic moment. For example, they can get personalized adjustments to a specific home environment atmosphere, like a room for productivity or relax. Photos of the same subject donated by the same person will be processed into a gif or video recording one’s changes over this period of time.

2. Help the researcher.

Providing information about the number of photos that are needed by a professor or a lab could evoke the audience’s altruistic identity. Donating photos could become an intuitive and costless way to provide help.

How-tos - Stimulation

2 categories of ideas were brainstormed to bring joy to the entire experience with a photo visualization platform.

1. Process or present the photos in a novel way

The way that photos are displayed in photo visualization should be distinguished from the way in common image based applications. Photos could be presented in a mosaic style or transformed into a 3D scene. Photos taken by students could also be connected with famous painting, films or cartoons.

2. A metaphorical visualization of data donation progress.

Compared with the traditional representations of calculation, combining the data donation progress with researchers’ mood could make the experience more engaging. For example, a virtual character could be presented with different behaviors of facial expressions to indicate different stages of data donation. Or a “thank you note” from the research is slowly revealing with the increasing amount of photos.
5.3 Concepts synthesis

Under the guidance of the self-determined data visualization framework, the author synthesized findings gained from the speed dating and co-creation sessions into three most promising visualization enhanced photo collecting concepts. All of them are used to answer the research question more fully, therefore, design features developed for each concept focus on distinct combination of exploration and explanation to fulfill people's fundamental needs, as seen in Figure 25. Note that the concept theme is derived from three styles of visualization mentioned in the research phase, which is pragmatic, ambient and artistic. They are about communicating clear research insights, opening to inspiration, or expressing creativity. Each concept's unique features with respect to information, function, and visual form that were designed to meet five fundamental needs will be fully explained later (Figure 26, 27, 28). In order to keep the design consistent with the first round, students are motivated to donate home working environment photos for fake research with the visualization as an incentive in each case.

| AUTONOMY                  | - Ensure privacy  |
|                          | - Take part in the consequence of donation |
|                          | - Display indirect photo requirement |
| COMPETENCE               | - Differentiate similar photos  |
|                          | - Photo as a tool or material  |
| RELATEDNESS              | - Feedback from others  |
|                          | - Exchange stories  |
|                          | - Collaborating online  |
| PURPOSE                  | - Gain knowledge for personal growth  |
|                          | - Help the researcher  |
|                          | - Contribute to worthwhile programs  |
| STIMULATION              | - Process or present the photos in a novel way  |
|                          | - Metaphorical visualization of donation progress  |

**Pragmatic concept**
Communicate insights into students' diet and emotion state during the pandemic.

**Ambient concept**
Enable viewers to explore and get inspired from the connection between modern life and creative art projects.

**Artistic concept**
Present an overview of the work environment photos' color theme and emotion.

Figure 25: From clustering ideas to unique concepts
Chapter 5: Design iteration

Pragmatic concept:

Show your food

A research team is working on the relationship between IDE students’ diet and wellbeing conditions in the working from home period. This food photo visualization concept is given birth to motivate students to provide photos about what they eat at desk. It is a combination of the second and third type of individual brainstorming ideas, but targets the location classification added by donors. Inspired by the co-creation results, emotion is kept as an extra filter to define similar photos, thus to connect donors from different places.

As shown in the the scenario Figure 20, this visualization platform only presents the food elements extracted automatically by the algorithm. And donors will be told that the complete photo is collected and analyzed by researchers. Edited photos taken by different people are pinned on the world map based on their position. Before donors upload photos, they are also expected to attach their mood which is indicated by the color outline. Lines are drawn to link food with similar mood words. The dominant food and mood are informed on the platform. Stories and information about each food is waiting for people to explore by clicking the image and to leave a comment. In addition, both the background map and displayed photos will change according to the real-life time.

What could be positive about this concept?

- The food itself is an intriguing and rich theme. All the participants in the co-creation session mentioned it when brainstorming possible home environment photos.
- These photos are meant to be used by food or emotion related projects. The research purpose and consequence of data donation are visualized directly to the donors.
- By visualizing donors’ photos in terms of their added location and time property, this visualization is open to more creative interpretations.

What could be negative about this concept?

- There are already many social media applications for people to share their food photos. It seems not necessary for students to share them again on this platform.
- People might feel unnecessary to donate photos if there are already a lot of the same food photos pasted at the same position on the map.
- As a pragmatic visualization, the insights provided by this visualization platform is informative but not actionable.
 Ambient concept:  
Match your home environment photos with masterpieces

To develop practical strategies to improve students’ work-from-home experience, their home working environment photos are essential materials for pain points identification. This concept aims to collect these photos from students. Collage, which is rated as the most favorite interaction in speed dating, is the basic mechanism of this visualization. Masterpieces created in the past including painting, film and cartoons are embedded as a reference for derivative work of students’ photos before they are presenting in the platform.

The default interface is in an online exhibition format (Figure 21). The exhibition is constituted with processed donors’ home working environment photos together with the introduction of masterpieces collaged in each photo. Likewise, the number of photos collected determines whether the exhibition can be successfully held. A museum icon and a bar are visualized to represent this progress. The collage is created by replacing real world objects in the photo with elements serving the same purpose in an artwork whose year and style are decided by the donor. People are free to visit different pavilions either by typing the artist’s name or by selecting a specific year. After exploring for a while, they are able to donate photos in the blank area. Below each photo, a short message is left to tell the number of downloads. People can use the number given after donation to check detailed information about the usage of their photos.

What could be positive about this concept?

- Photos presented in the virtual exhibition are a combination of imaginary and real worlds. This approach not only eases donors’ privacy concerns but also keeps the personality that they would like to express.
- The unique number built a deeper connection between donors and the researcher. Although the platform doesn’t give a clear clue about the real purpose of donation, donors are given more control to the consequence by tracing back their numbers.
- Online exhibition itself is a new design project. While evaluating this concept, the influence of participants’ experience with the exhibition should take into account.
- It is unknown whether the look of the computer-generated photos will affect people’s donate intention.

What could be negative about this concept?

- Ambiance concept: Explore with your own photo.
- Why not try with your home working environment photo?
- Welcome to the fictional home working environment!
- Work in David Hockney’s world.
- 50 photos are needed to establish this exhibition.

Figure 27: Design elements of ambient concept.
Artistic concept:
Photo jukebox

Photos in this concept are collected to trigger future projects. Both the data source and visualization features are new directions generated from the co-creation session. The main visualized graphic is created in an abstract way to be consistent in the vague photo requirement. Color, one of the basic components of photos, are highlighted and utilized to make this concept new and sentient. In order to ensure the authenticity of visualization, it keeps the elements which can represent activities in the original photo.

Figure 22 illustrates the initial state of this platform which is a black and white record cover and a play button. Visualizing photos into a new graphic and playing music are the core functions of this platform. Music in this concept is chosen to create a vibe in line with what the photo is meant to communicate. Donated photos are transferred into melodies of non-distracting music and components of the record cover. As the number of photos increases, the record cover will be filled with a variety of colors. The music style is influenced by the tone of donated photos which takes the responsibility for conveying moods like exciting, relaxing, lively and etc. While uploading the photos, donors are encouraged to pick the items that contribute to the hygge moment. It will be part of the cover. When a song is finished, it will be sent to the contributor and added to the platform.

What could be positive about this concept?
- This concept provides a gamified interaction, which might encourage people to donate more than one photo either to fill the black and white graphic or make a nice-sound melody.
- The choice of photos is less likely to be manipulated by the existing photos.
- As this visualization platform also opens up opportunities to relax and look back, there are more chances to attract new donors and encourage revisits. Then, more photos could be collected.

What could be negative about this concept?
- With no photo can be observed in the initial interface, people might feel confused about what this visualization platform aims for at first glance.
- Donors might feel that the played music is irrelevant to the photos they uploaded, and the algorithm doesn’t extract the color they expected. In addition, with more photos added to the platform, it is hard to guarantee the quality of the music.
A detailed discussion of how the concepts are evaluated and the results of the evaluation is provided in this chapter. All concepts were developed using Figma and corresponding storyboards were drawn for feasible and understandable tests. As a conclusion to this chapter, the research question of demonstrating that theory could be translated into effective design features is answered by the co-creation strategies and the feedback gained from the concepts evaluation.
6.1 Measure impact on donation behavior

Three concepts as research materials will be used to test different combinations of visualization features in this section. Partially workable concepts were developed for three rounds of tasks. Participants’ task performance gave answers to how the public data visualization can contribute to the satisfaction of fundamental needs and its influence to data donation outcome.

6.1.1 Concepts evaluation

Participants

The author recruited six participants, one for the pilot test, for this evaluation session with half of them from the previous test. They all live in different home environments and are willing to help others or society as a whole. It is customary for them to check brightspace several times a day during the workday. And all of them have experience in taking photos and uploading them on social media.

Setup

All tests were conducted one-on-one online. Zoom invitation and figma link for all concepts were sent beforehand. Participants need to open the camera and share their screen when interacting with the figma prototype. During the test, they were free to interpret the author and ask questions. They were told to think aloud during the test. Their facial expression and how they interact with the prototype were observed. When needed, the author inquired about their confusions for deeper insights. Permissions were given before video and audio recordings.

The test takes about one and a half hours. Figure 29 depicts the user test flow. Same scenario as the first user test was narratively told and real-life looking prototypes were provided for an immersive test environment. Concept one set up as an example is shown in Figure 30 below. In order to conduct comparative study, the same data sources collected from the social media platform were used, an overview of these photos can be checked in Appendix**. Participants’ basic information and attitudes toward data donation were collected before the test. Prototypes provided were built for specific tasks based on experience flow (Appendix**).

Corresponding questions are raised in the follow-up interviews to learn how each visualization makes them feel their fundamental needs are satisfied, which features of the visualization contribute to this and how these needs motivate them to donate photos. In addition to these questions, some questions about the visualization itself are complemented if the participants do not mention them. User tests begin with understanding the participants’ overall willingness to donate photos and end with asking them to take photos that they would like to donate. This last task set covers all concepts and is to obtain further insights on what factors individuals consider when donating photos in the public data visualization platform. When all tasks are finished, participants rank three concepts based on the extent of their willingness to donate photos.

Change after the pilot test

In order to determine how specific features mapped out in the previous chapter contribute to the satisfaction of people’s fundamental needs, initially interview questions focus mainly on those features. During the pilot test, the author found that mentioning specific elements influences the direction of the user’s answer, whereas his experience with the visualization is dictated by the combination of all features rather than a single one. So, questions asked in the other five tests chose to leave room for participants to describe their experiences. As an example, let’s look at the question of competence. Originally, the question was: Do you believe the dots on the world map reinforce your belief that your photos are needed? It then changed into: Do you think that your photos are needed in this visualization?; How does this feeling arise? Corresponding questions are raised in the follow-up interviews to learn how each visualization makes them feel their fundamental needs are satisfied...
6.1.2 Results on the three concepts

Overall comparison:
Participants’ willingness to respond to the original request for text data donation was first set as the base motivation degree. Figure 31 illustrates the degree of intrinsic motivation increased by all three concepts. While the first one is not the most influential factor in influencing the motivation of all participants, its effect got the most even distribution. In comparison to other two concepts that keep a more open photo requirement and associate initial photos with other pieces, the extraction of symbolic objects in photos and the expression of their meaning with donors and their locations (concept one) is easily understandable and less likely to be affected by personal taste. Participants interested in art and music are highly motivated to participate in the other two concepts. Especially for concept two, participant 4 mentioned that it is a great chance for her to donate a photo if her photo is combined with Disney scenes instead of David Hockney’s paintings.

Sharing stories with others (relatedness) is the dominant incentive for concept one, while, as shown in the figure, it is not strong enough to motivate people to donate photos autonomously. In this case, they prefer exploring the visualization rather than being a part of the map. In contrast, participants who gave perfect grades for the other two concepts found that it is worthwhile and fun to take a look at the secondary creation of their ordinary living spaces by contributing relevant photos. They are primarily seeking to fulfill their curiosity by participating in this novel experience (purpose). As for the third concept, even two participants commented that they plan on uploading photos until one record is made.

Data visualization as a medium to motivate data donation

Pragmatic concept
In general, rather than donating their own photos, users prefer to explore stories communicated by this platform.
The proportion of donated photos and empty spaces greatly affects users’ intentions. They are more likely to upload photos when more than half of the dots are lightened, which means there is a greater chance for them to connect with others. In addition, this gives them more confidence that they can accomplish the “assignment” of filling the map.

• Users’ intention of donating photos will not only not be hindered by similar photos, but will be increased because it is a vital part of connecting with others.

• As opposed to connecting donors based on moods, which are already displayed through colors, connecting them based on similar foods would provide more of a magical feeling that is more likely to lead to data donation. There were four participants who expressed a desire to know if someone eating the same foods as them lived in a different area, especially if such foods were specific to the location and culture.

• Users tend to perceive the left corner more as an additional informational element of the entire visualization rather than as a motivator, since its content is determined by the objective dominant number of emotion tags rather than by the donors. Having a connection between donors and presented information would make this element more motivating. For example, the left-hand corner could display photos that other viewers liked, clicked or interacted with the most.

• Due to the specific nature of this visualization, whether people take a picture and donate depends on when they see this website and if they have food nearby at that time.

• Because it is fun to see a lot of people doing the same thing like everyone’s drinking coffee in the morning. I would love to join them.

• Even without reading the short explanation, it is clear what the purpose of this visualization is and the type of photos required.

• A new lens for viewing photos is provided by stories and emotion tags, which also encourage people to stay on this platform for longer periods of time and increase the donation possibilities.

Unless I have any food near me, I would probably just glance at it, turn it off, and take a photo later if available, but I would not necessarily donate it.
Chapter 6: Final proposal

**Ambient concept**

For this concept, experience how one’s own photos will be processed is more motivating than seeing others displayed on the platform. While donors find it troublesome to select art styles and periods themselves, they anticipate more exhibition topics related to other artists or broader artistic expressions in the future. They wish to download the processed photos and share the link with others.

**Pros:**
- This visualization format eases users’ privacy concerns and makes them more curious about how the algorithm will edit their photos, even though specific objects in the photos are randomly selected and replaced.
- With a clear idea of how many photos were needed and a visible progress bar, donors were more determined to make the photo contribution.
- Combining the real photos with visual contents not only take the role to provide a novel consequence of data donation, but also enable users to take a look at and inspire by how the artists or virtual characters could decorate their home working environment.

The combination of art makes my work environment more artistic, even if it doesn’t really change the real-life set-up, but I see what my environment might look like. Spending too much time at home makes me easily tired. I can get some stimulation from such images.

**Cons:**
- By contributing to one exhibition, users feel related to other donors, but the secondary creation of donated photos is the primary motivation behind this concept. The added photos button is perceived by users as an opportunity to play rather than as a request to donate. It is difficult, however, for them to immediately grasp this function just from looking at the visualization.
- While users are motivated to upload their photos as exhibits, the current horizontal design weakens the online exhibition experience.
- As opposed to donated photos automatically matching with artworks, donors can select a list of artworks from which they wish to donate. But this reduces their connection to masterpieces and makes the donation process more complex.
- Users tend to imagine the possible outcomes before taking photos. Yet, their aesthetic perception of art makes them uncomfortable donating photos that depict messy environments.
- It is intended to inform users of the potential research value of their photos by providing information about how many researchers have downloaded and used them. However, this does not influence their donation behavior due to the fact that there are no tangible results generated during the donation process. And they are unlikely to return to this website just for this information.

**Artistic concept**

The curiosity of users about the outcome of photo donation, which is a melody resulting from the color composition of the photos, intrinsically motivates them to donate pictures. Users who are first or last to upload photos are more willing to do so than the middle user.

**Pros:**
- There are no strict rules or obvious examples of donated photos, and just several photos can constitute a record. Donating photos on this platform is quite relaxed for users.
- The outcome of data donation is not a piece of music but rather a whole that is straightforward and more meaningful. Without waiting for other donors, users can check the creations made from their photos.
- The combination of repetition and regular patterns of sounds ensures that the melody is pleasing to the ears. Users have a higher tolerance to the melody, even though it lacks a pleasant melody, since the format is innovative and interesting.

I’m curious what kind of music we’re going to make together and I don’t mind how bad it could be. I’m really curious about what melody I can get when some extreme good mood photos mix with some extreme bad mood photos.

**Cons:**
- Having some photos already presented and turned into a song can increase users’ sense of relatedness. If users were the first ones to upload photos, they would be more inclined to complete one record on their own. In this case, they are able to gain more control over the outcome and build connections with others by presenting their records as part of the collection.

The curiosity of users about the outcome of photo donation, which is a melody resulting from the color composition of the photos, intrinsically motivates them to donate pictures. Users who are first or last to upload photos are more willing to do so than the middle user.

- It is important to consider how many people are responsible for creating one record, which is represented by the white block on the cover. Having too many blocks makes it difficult for the latter donors to change the melody clearly. Similarly, the co-creation feeling will be weakened if there are only a few blocks.

I am afraid that it is going to be too complicated to do with 14 people. It will be easier for me to donate photos if only four or five people are needed, since I can obviously change the melody and fill the rest blocks more easily.

- Users pay little attention to the black and white cover because its pattern is unrelated to their photos. The pattern is expected to be as unique as the melody. It seems to be a simple interface for uploading photos and switching on "photo-to-melody" function right now.
Actual donated photos: From an object to a specific color

Participants were all aware that they were expected to upload a photo of their work environment at home, but the actual images they provided for each concept were quite different. Figure 32 shows some of the photos provided by participants. The first concept lets the viewer see the symbolic object of the photo and provides him/her with a way to explore the story and emotion behind it. In spite of the fact that the photos visualized on the platform are automatically edited, participants tend to focus on food with little regard to the environment. The second concept displays the original photograph with some stickers replacing random objects. With a potential outcome in mind, participants focus more on the angle of the photo and number of objects in the photo. Additionally, their understanding of what is expected of them is impacted by the existing photos. Here, since the desks appear as the main subject in the examples, people subconsciously take photos around their desks. In concept three, the central insight is color composition, one of the basic elements of a photo that can reflect the photographer’s mood. In the process of taking the photos, participants are more interested in taking control of the main color of the photo either for the purpose of accurately expressing a mood or just to be curious about the corresponding melody, rather than more concerned with the fact that the photo is abstract or recognizable. A participant even only took a picture of her red notebook cover.

A commonality among all concepts is the fact that participants are concerned about donated photo’s quality and aesthetics. They prefer to tidy the work area before taking a picture, or search for a clean corner when the entire working area has to be captured. One reason for this is that they believe photos shared in public have to be visually appealing first. On the other hand, they are affected by the existing photos. In terms of the second concept, the style of the piece also matters. There were four out of six participants (4/6) who stated that they would consider uploading photos featuring messy environments if they were combined with some complex modern art. However, they doubt their willingness to do so will be hindered initially by the overall lack of aesthetic appeal.

6.2 Learn effective self-determined public photoviz features

Co-creation strategies for satisfying fundamental needs were examined through concept evaluations. From the photo visualizations presented to the public for asking for more home environment photos, evaluation results and design strategies are synthesized as a response to how self-determined theory can be translated into appropriate design components. The design directions for an effective public photo visualization introduced below can serve as a starting point for more future data visualization projects to motivate autonomous data donation behavior.

Pragmatic concept
Ambient concept
Artistic concept

Figure 32: Real photos participants took for each concept.

**Explain-Explore**

The explanation of a self-determined photo visualization is easily treated as a new social media platform to allow users to share their everyday activities expressed through photos. When users perceive donation as a new form of sharing donations are perceived as sharing, they are unlikely to be motivated by the public visualization platform as there are already many mature social media platforms where individuals can keep in touch with friends. In addition, a lack of purpose and relatedness has been associated with sharing photos with strangers. Therefore, rather than contributing to existing information, they tend to read it. Through proper exploration, photos can transition from a way of sharing life to a way of featuring a special experience. As a result, users are also more engaged in selecting the photos they wish to donate and feel like they have more control over the donation process.

**Information**

The main goal of a self-determined photo visualization is to communicate that more photos are needed. To accomplish this goal, designers should understand what information users are expected to gain and how it can be communicated.

**Information about the target photos**

Information about the target photos can be conveyed from the intro text and existing visualized photos. Users’ perceptions toward the target photos are mainly driven by the visual and interactive contents. Open requirements of photos can be represented by giving photos containing various objects or avoiding obvious symbols. When the target photos require people to take instead of selecting existing ones in the album. The central insights should correspond to the scenario that people encounter this visualization. For example, in concept one, as the visualization clearly group photos
into breakfast, snacks, and dinners, people who have breakfast photos but clicking into the website at night are hindered to donate photos.

**Information about other donors**

Here, the information about other donors is more than providing users a sense of relatedness by building a donation community, but strengthening their confidence in changing the visualization by giving photos. The initial donation progress is better to be decided at a middle value which makes the donation assignment easy to achieve, like the visualized bar in concept one. Users tend to feel unable to donate when there is a large amount of photos that are waiting to be donated like the great proportion of gray dots of the world map in concept one.

**Information about the recipient**

As this data donation request is published via TuDelft official website, students who are learning or have learned from this university perceive it as trustworthy and reliable. They have less concerns about the consequences of data donation. Although they expect to know the information about the recipient, the future usage of their data for them is more like a guarantee rather than a motivator. Moreover, for an incentive, it is needed to avoid overwhelming information. Users prefer to gain instant feedback from the visualization and check donation consequences later from the data donation platform.

**Function**

Considering the role of data visualization in the entire data donation experience, its motivated functions can be further divided into two parts, supporting the experience of forming donation intent and the moment of giving personal data. They are explained as follows.

**Enable users to sense the value of their photos**

Donating personal data is intrinsically motivated when users fully grasp the reason why it is necessary, which means data donation behavior is meaningful for them. Unlike data visualization presented at the late stages of design, which has communicated and extracted the value of the data, here people can only think of the future potential of their data, like the implications of research relatedness by building a donation community, which has communicated the possibility of automated data editing, the user is still expected to be provided with easy-to-use stickers in order to customize their own data before they confirm their donation, just as in concept two, where the "try-out" function is highly promoted.

Moreover, the direct access to donating data also enhances the purpose of the visualization and intuitively guides viewers to the next step when they form the intention to donate data. As well, this data donation incentive is linked to a platform for managing donations, which helps in ensuring consistency across the entire experience.

**Visual form**

Visual form is about how the donated data is presented to the public. It takes an important role to build a clear and intriguing first expression of the data donation experience. Rather than providing techniques or formats on specific ways to process photos which vary in research background and photo themes, its general potentials in motivating personal photo donation behavior are introduced.

**Enable users to directly edit and donate photos**

Providing people with the ability to preview the donation outcome is a motivated function of data visualization, which can satisfy their competence and autonomy needs. Since they are more aware of what will happen from their photos, they tend to edit their photos before using them, whether to highlight the focal point or to hide their identity. Despite the possibility of automated data editing, the user is still expected to be provided with easy-to-use stickers in order to customize their own data before they confirm their donation, just as in concept two, where the "try-out" function is highly promoted.

Moreover, the direct access to donating data also enhances the purpose of the visualization and intuitively guides viewers to the next step when they form the intention to donate data. As well, this data donation incentive is linked to a platform for managing donations, which helps in ensuring consistency across the entire experience.

**Visual form should fit the target photos**

In comparison to the text explanation, sample photos have a greater effect on the type of photos users will take. Participants subconsciously take photos closely related to desks just because desk is the obvious object of both sample photos in concept two. Thus, designers should carefully choose and edit sample photos to match the target photos they need.

**Visual form can ease privacy concerns**

Users' perception of the data donation recipient and its subsequent use highly depends on the privacy issues protected by the visualization. Instead of providing text guarantee and follow-up services on donated data usage, the handling of identifiable elements in photos, which could potentially leak personal information, affects users’ concerns about the donation recipient and its future use.

**Visual form can distinguish similar photos**

As mentioned before, people are reluctant to donate similar photos which weaken the value and necessity of their contribution. Thus, the visualization of each photo should retain its individual character, either by replacing common elements with personalized filters or by amplifying different, unnoticed features or stories behind each image.
Chapter 7
Project conclusion

As part of this chapter, the author first discussed her learnings on the project process. Then the contributions and limitations of the project are discussed. A conclusion is provided at the end regarding the project and its results.
7.1 Personal reflection

As described in my project brief, my initial motivation was to undertake a design-based research project to find out more about cutting edge technology’s impact on everyday life. More than solving existing problems, I want to explore the possibilities of design. In reflecting back on everything that led me to this point, whether it directly contributed to the final report or was out of my control, it amazes me how much I have learned from both certain and confusing experiences.

When I began this project, I took quite a while to identify a convergent direction. As a basis for the project, I began with a broad topic of data donation and data visualization without focusing on specific data. After I realized that both domains are driven by specific contexts, informed by research experience and personal interest, I chose the photo of a home working environment as the target data. In recent years, data visualization has developed for many years and various examples have been created for various purposes. However, analyzing photos and communicating insights generated by them have just gained attention. In addition, lack of projects can be explored along with data donation, a field that is just emerging due to advances in quantified-self research. Luckily, by prototyping and testing based on existing knowledge and applying that to the exploration process, I have a deeper understanding of the research-through-design process, which was utilized in this project. The research questions, corresponding prototype development, and design outcomes were influenced by the place and time limitation. It is challenging yet interesting to adjust the test material and test flow for a better presentation to the participants in order to gain as much authentic feedback as possible.

The final lesson I learned from this whole experience is to confront bias when extracting insights from both literature and user research. Despite the fact that an emphasis on one direction is necessary to conduct actionable suggestions, it is easy to miss significant insights and make inaccurate conclusions without a clear understanding of bias. At this point, communicating with other designers is crucial. Comments from them can reduce the amount of cognitive overload caused by the imperative to find the answer for a research question, as well as pointing out the bias caused by that necessity. My first design iteration, for example, was based on the definition of fundamental needs. But after the pilot test, I realized I needed to identify the subtleties of contextually related fundamental needs if I was to facilitate target behavior.

I’m grateful for this opportunity to apply design theories and methodologies in a different way. Having this experience equips me as a designer to generate knowledge from academic fields and contribute to the creation of a preferable future.

7.2 Discussion

Contribution

The purpose of this study was to establish a connection between data visualization and data donation. As part of the design iteration, building on the three psychological factors behind general data donation, a deeper understanding of users’ concerns regarding donating personal data is derived based on five fundamental needs. It is suggested that data donation should not be treated as purely a prosocial activity, but as an enjoyable experience.

Data is continuously being generated about people all the time. These data range from numerical numbers like loyalty card data that illustrates a specific activity to images shared on social media that provide a broad idea. Researchers in the fields of anthropology and machine learning have developed a variety of methods for interpreting photographs. They are widely used to enable users to express latent ideas and photo recognition applications. In choosing photo as a subject for processing and visualization, this project highlights the importance of gathering and analyzing photos during the design process. As well as providing a new perspective on the application of these technologies.

Despite the constraints of pandemic, several types of dataviz are developed through a user-centered design process to explore how data visualization can influence intrinsic behaviors of data donors. From the adaptation of self-determined theory, the author offers practical recommendations for exploring the major features of dataviz that researchers can refer to.

Reflecting on the theoretical framework of how photos would be intrinsically motivated to donate by the visual incentive, this paper offers insights into the creation of triggers that compensate for the development of data donation platforms. By building upon the three concepts to collect different types of photos, data donation request is not merely a detailed introduction and advocating slogan.

Limitation

Due to the fact that this project was conducted during the Covid-19, a number of traditional real-life activities were adapted to be conducted online remotely. In addition to affecting the preferred outcome, this situation negatively affected the productivity of sessions involving target users, such as co-creation sessions and concept evaluation sessions. Aside from the force majeure, there are other limitations to the project caused by its lack of a data donation program. First, this project’s scenario focuses on users regularly checking brightspace through their laptops. It is expected they provide a photo just related to their environment. However, there are many other ways in which a person can come across the data donation request, like checking their phones while they wait for a bus or seeing the poster during a break. In these cases, the visualization design might be different from this project. Research is needed to determine if effective trigger strategies for data visualization still work. Secondly, as a data visualization that calls for data for design purposes, it is worth gaining insights from designers who will use these photos. By incorporating these concepts into a real-world platform developed for a real project, the three concepts can be further iterated. Finally, as the data donations grow, the visualization will continue to evolve. How the donor’s attitude will change can be evaluated by developing prototypes for long-term testing when time allows.
7.3 Conclusion

The design of data donation and qualitative data visualization is gaining more attention as cutting-edge technology advances. The increase in personal data generation and ownership suggests that design can significantly contribute to enhancing and enabling individual autonomy, as well as building a sustainable relationship between researchers, data, and users.

Through the use of a research-through-design methodology, this thesis contributes to this field through the design of three types of public photo visualization aimed at motivating autonomously donating behavior. Definition of five fundamental needs and synthesis of effective features of public photo visualization, based on self-determined theory, can be taken as an example for the replication, extension, or improvement of future studies.
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WHAT DO YOU EAT AT YOUR DESK IN THE MORNING?

This website is about to collect photos about what you eat at desk on any day and how you feel at that moment (indicate by color).

Your photo will be analyzed by Food Design Lab for understanding the relationship between students' wellbeing and their diet during the pandemic.

7/12 people are happy with their food.
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"I always eat breakfast at desk on Wednesday because of the morning course."

5/5 people are okay with their food.
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Though it tastes nice, I really miss the roast chicken I ate yesterday.

"Though it tastes nice, I really miss the roast chicken I ate yesterday."

Home made latte is always the best choice to start a day.

Home made latte is always the best choice in the morning.

Click and donors can upload their photos. Emotion icons are iterated from PREMO.
Artistic concept

Introduce this website

We are now reflecting your home working environment photos to create new melodies. Your photos’ color atmospheres will be analyzed by the algorith and be the basis of the melody.
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Public data visualization as a medium to motivate data donation

While we are living in an increasingly convenient society dominated by intelligent technologies, our data information has been widely used by industry in exchange. Recommender systems are applied in the e-commerce market to feed news and target us with ads in line with our interests. On the other hand, collecting and processing data representing our everyday activities is a major component in data-driven design projects and is valuable for knowledge generation. Personal data as a research material providing collective information receives especially significant attention in the health field. For example, the number of steps indicates the degree of physical activity, sleep time duration can be an index to measure mental wellbeing, the number of takeaway orders reveals eating habits. Input from those data could contribute to more effective design interventions that support a transition to a healthier lifestyle.

Data donation is about sharing personal data of one's free will for the purpose of benefiting the public. And with the introduction of Right to Data Portability which enables data subjects to acquire their data collected by companies, the public is gaining a level of autonomy to transfer data for academic research. However, similar to other prosocial activities undertaken for public good like crowd-funding and volunteer work, donating personal data needs incentive. Some preliminary researches were conducted to understand the specific motivations for data donation. Skatova & Goulding (2019) proposed that people are likely to donate their data around three main groups of psychological factors. Social duty and need to understand the purpose of data donation positively correlate with the intention to donate data, while self-serving interests hinder this intention. To help people form actions to donate their health data for research purposes, designers can take these three motivators as a starting point.

Data visualization serves as a design approach to identify patterns, transfer data into information, and communicate insights. When presenting it to the public, the design process and outcome becomes tangible and understandable, and this meets people's desire to know the reasons and consequences of donating personal data. Besides, public data visualization genuinely informs the demand for data in design projects to the audience. Different types of personal data convey information that needs to be visualized differently. In order to maximize the benefits of public data visualization to data donation, specific information and interaction should be provided to compensate for people's concerns for sharing personal data.

The stakeholders in this project are the IDE community, including students as data donators and designers and researchers as data users.
My design goal is to understand the role of public data visualization in motivating people to donate data for design purposes.

Through an iterative design process, prototypes will be developed to meet the needs from data contributors and call for data donation. Also, to what extent the visualized information is helpful to the designers will be evaluated. The key activities happening around the interaction with the public data visualization will bring something to students that goes beyond a sense of autonomy toward individual data but complements it, like social responsibility, belonging, and inspiration. Further, the faculty will be more aware of students’ health and wellbeing, and develop corresponding strategies. Key insights summarized during the design process will contribute to the data-driven design field to better cooperate with target groups by communicating data to the public.

Graduation project outcomes:
1. Interactive data visualization prototypes designed on smartphone or website.
2. A storyboard or video explaining the interaction with the prototype.
3. A report documents all the details of the design process and insights emerging from the research and test session.
4. (If possible) An academic paper about public data visualization designing for data donation.

This project will run through a research-through-design process, it will focus on understanding data donation and students’ attitudes and expectations toward sharing their health data. In the meantime, I will explore the data visualization field in preparation for applying theories and tools to develop the prototype. An improved and more concrete design goal and criteria will be defined as the result of this phase.

In the iteration phase, the speed dating method will be first used to select inspiring design directions from ideation activities. Then, I expect three rounds of rapid design conceptualization and evaluative tests to refine the ideas and collect insights, which will form the foundation of the final development. Validation of the final design will be measured by the number of criteria met in the user tests.

In the last 4 weeks, the knowledge gained from previous sessions will be generalized into a list of guidance or framework for future research, with a detailed project report and a pre-produced video.
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In the past year, everyone experienced the transition to studying-at-home every day. We have tried various methods to guarantee our study productivity and to adapt to the integration of life and study. We changed ourselves to fit into this new normal. When we seem to manage these tangible problems, the mundane home environment and irregular daily routines have caused an increase in our psychological and emotional workload. A large number of tools are under development to support us stay productive in online classes, but the changes in our daily life and the impacts on our health are overlooked.

As a DFI student, I was taught to understand people’s experiences and design for a better society. Under this situation, I feel the need to gain awareness of and design for students’ well-being problems taking advantage of the big data era. Further, the behaviour of sharing personal data touches upon the theory of psychology and philosophy, which allows me to conduct interdisciplinary research and adds new knowledge beyond the design field.

As I am planning to earn a PhD in communication in the following years, I want to take this project as the basis to dive into this field and practice data visualization skills. And executing a fully self-paced project is helpful to overcome procrastination and form a broad perspective.
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